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Lake Injector

tube located in the center plate of the injector No. 4. ... the tube to exert pressure on the throttle slide No. ... By now you are saying, "This system is too good to be. 
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LAKE INJECTOR



When the fuel passes through the fuel tube, it enters into the atmosphere at the fuel tube's further most point and is allowed to flow into the throat by the metering rod flat. Fine, so now we have a stream of raw fuel running into the injector throat, how do we mix it with the air? Remember, the metering rod has a flat side. When the inbound air sees the metering rod, it sees only the rod's profile.



By Harold W. Seversen (EAA 38000) Airmart Distributing Inc. Hangar B4A



Jefferson County Airport Bloomfield, Colorado 80020



As the metering rod is turned into the correct position, it not only meters fuel, it also becomes a vortex generator.



We then accomplish our goal of metering the fuel and mixing it with the air. Another point to remember, is that as the throttle slide moves open it allows more air to enter and also pushes the fuel tube away from the metering rod. So the mixture automatically richens as throttle is applied and leans as throttle is reduced. A major benefit is, prolonged idle does not load up the engine. After extended idle periods throttle response is still excellent. Now, with some knowledge of the ideas used in the Lake, how does it benefit the engine? All engines are a form of air pump. 2 cycle, 4 cycle, rotary, and they all can stand improvement in breathing. So they all show the same essential improvement when operated with a Lake for carburetion. We receive a H.P. increase of from 19% to 23% on the dyno, (the increase is dependent on engine condition and dyno accuracy). Due to the efficiency of the fuel air mixture, the fuel consumption is less. i.e. with the same amount of fuel more range, or less fuel added means more weight available for payload. The Lake runs equally well with or without ram air. This means you can, if you prefer, run outside air from the bottom of the cowl. (When the air inlet is in the cowl bottom it must be located in a position that provides positive pressure and not in a negative pressure air). We also have units running with only



It has been several months since Oshkosh 73 and the EAA's first look at the Lake Injector Fuel system. The response to this fuel metering method has been overwhelming, and I would like to thank the many members that have waited patiently for brochures and catalogs. This article is intended to further explain the operation



of the Lake. One of the major questions asked is, "Why do we recommend a smaller throat size than that currently in use on any given engine?" Number one, the Lake's throat is not restricted by a butterfly that reduces the percentage of opening available for intake air. Number two, we want the intake air and fuel to move as fast as possible into the manifold, thereby punching a maximum amount of mixture into the cylinder. OK then, how is the fuel moved into the unit and atomized for use in the engine? The inlet fuel enters the fuel tube located in the center plate of the injector No. 4. This



tube is the same dimension for the entire length of its bore. It also has a spring incorporated on the outside of the tube to exert pressure on the throttle slide No. 9, and moves with the throttle slide. The metering rod No. 14 is inserted through the guide assembly No. 12 and held in place by the metering rod screw No. 13. The metering rod and its shape are the heart of the system. This rod is basically round with a flat side that tapers towards its tip.



the air provided within a pressure cowl. Due to the lack of



a float bowl, the Lake can be run updraft, downdraft, or (Continued On Next Page)
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#1. O Ring #2. Mounting Flange #3. Back Plate Assembly #4 Center Section Assembly #5 Front Plate #6 Body Screws #7. Velocity Bell



#8. Throttle Rod #9. Throttle Slide



#10. Idle Tube #11. Idle Tube Lock Nut #12. Fuel Metering Rod Guide Assembly



#13. Metering Rod Lock Screw #14. Metering Rod SPORT AVIATION 23



LAKE INJECTOR...



Continued from Preceding Page)



sidedraft and can also be positioned in any degree of the quadrant, (convenience in attaching fuel and throttle lines) when in the above positions. Do you have to use carb, heat or alternate air source? We leave this up to you, however, common sense dictates that all systems, pressure carbs, or direct fuel injection systems can suffer icing. For the record, we recommend some form of carb, heat or alternate air be made available when operating in known icing conditions. There are additional benefits, however they can only be experienced when realized through ease of operation and maintenance. By now you are saying, "This system is too good to be true", so here are some limitations of the Lake. The unit works best when run with a very small amount of fuel pressure. 1/2 to 1/5 PSI. So it works great with gravity type fuel systems. (Providing you do not use a ram air tube for the gas tank). When using a fuel pump we need to reduce the fuel inlet pressure. This is accomplished by using a bypass system that consists of a small tank with three fuel tubes, inlet, outlet and a stand pipe tube that bleeds excess fuel and pressure back to the main fuel source. We also have an alternate fuel pressure reducing method currently operating in prototype form, that uses a remote float bowl. Performance is not reduced when using a fuel pump, it is just the inconvenience of the extra hardware required in the system. Another possible form of detraction for some is, that we do not have an air box currently available. However, by the time this is published, our designs should be released in kit form or assembled ready to install. At present the current users have constructed their own.



Before closing, a few words of caution, there are competitors that attempt to produce a like product. To date they have been unsuccessful. The only unit authorized and engineered by Lake for airborne use is anodized completely blue. Thank you for your interest in our products and we will continue to provide facts on the Lake through the pages of Sport Aviation. See you at Oshkosh '74!



SPECIFICATIONS:
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C. "Inside" Dia. Weight
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4" 32MM 17 oz.
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(NOTE: Technical questions on the Lake Injector can be addressed to the factory: International Engineering Distributors, Inc. 13240 Northrop Way Bellevue, Washington 98005 Phone 206/746-5750)
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Lake Injector - Size 

in place by the metering rod screw No. 13. The metering rod and its shape are the ... Due to the efficiency of the fuel air mixture, the fuel consumption is less.
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injector - caphector.com 

(c) Reconnect the injector connector. 4. INSTALL WIRE HARNESS PROTECTOR COVER. (a) Install the wire harness protector cover with bolt and 2 nuts.
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Swan Lake 

1. make copies of the PDF score in whole or in part except as expressly provided for in this agreement. 2. make alterations or modifications to the PDF score or ...
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Lake Bourget 

May 29, 2002 - Year 2001. Transp mean ~ 6.2 m. Transp min ~ 3.3 m. Chloro ~ 7.7 mg.m-3. Page 4. Lake Bourget â€¦ Chlorophyll a &. Phytopk. story. 1969.
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Lake Sexton Estates 
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Liasse fiscale FINGER LAKE 

Stocks : Renvois : (1) Dont droit au bail : NÃ©ant *. CR. NÂ° 2050- SD. â€“ (SDNC-DGFiP) - Octobre 2017. â‘ . FINGER LAKE. 4 3 3 3 0 1 7 0 2. 38700 CORENC. 1 2.
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lake manawa state park 

"i Park Residence. Ã€. "b Picnic Area. "e Point of Interest. "m Rest Rooms - Modern. "v Shelter. Roads ! ! ! ! ! Park Boundary. Multi-use Trails: Hiking, X-C Skiing. Ãœ.
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Injector: On-Vehicle Inspection (Echo) - CapHector 

CHECK OPERATION SOUND FROM EACH INJECTOR. (a) Connect the PCV hose to cylinder head cover. (b) With the engine running or cranking, use a sound ...
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dammed lake Merzbacher 

ned in 2009 and was jointly planned by the Central Institute of Applied Geosciences (CAIAG, ... of about 11,800 ft (3,600 m.) ... Figure 2: The Global Change Observatory â€œGottfried Merzbacherâ€� (Wetzel, 2009; left) is located south of the former .
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Nigeria Emergency: Lake Chad 

8 mai 2015 - Kolia. Konkia. Konkia. Kora. KorÃ©mirom. Korio. Koroy. Kortcho. KosÃ©inga. Koudougou. Kougdo. Kouginga. Kougouloumadinga. Koulboa. Koulboukora. Koulfa. Kama. Koulfololia. Koulibilom. KoulkinÃ©. Kouloa. Koulom. Koulougou. Kouloulia. Koulo
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The Lake Chad Basin 

12 janv. 2012 - management of the Basin's shared water resources and environment. .... sectors, especially agriculture, through a system of subsidies and credits for the .... breeding, sylviculture, transportation, communications, and industry.
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The ecology of Planktothrix rubescens in Lake Bourget and Lake 

Light quantity and quality. â€¢ Competition with P. agardhii. â€¢ LumiÃ¨re VERTE. 10 ÂµEm-2s-1. 0. 20. 40. 60. 80. 100. 0. 15. 32. Time (days). %. B io v olum e. Pa. Pr.
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Clear Lake United Methodist Church 

Clear Lake United Methodist Church. Garland Pipe Organs, Inc. 2013. Great Division. Swell Division. (enclosed). Manual. II. Manual III. Violoncelle. 16'.
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Table of Contents Injector Selection ... .fr 

Mar 26, 2005 - Note that you need to use the 'downloaded' REQ_FUEL, .... However, a more elegant solution that continues to use PWM is the ... To assemble the flyback board, follow these instructions: ..... affect on fuel economy, since you likely ne
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03042015_UNOSAT Lake Chad Analysis4_Update - data.unhcr.org 

Empreintes 24/03/2015 ... shelters as well as livestock may possibly ... UNOSAT Surveyed 800 sq km on March 8-12-13 and 24. Findings suggest the following ...
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3397104_Easi+Lake-Troll HS_Manual_rd.pub 

l'hélice, une considération importante pour les espèces brunes et les autres .... légèrement le palier de butée, le relèvement de l'arbre du moulinet, la poulie à ...
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03042015_UNOSAT Lake Chad Analysis4_Update - data.unhcr.org 

NGELEA. 50 Km. TCHAD: Analyse des images satellites de la rÃ©gion du Lac Tchad (03 avril 2015). Date de crÃ©ation:03 Avril 2015. Sources: OCHA, UNOSAT.
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Lake Laurentian Conservation Area Trail Map 

Lac Bennett Lake. Laurentian. Nordic. Ski nordique. Laurentien. LINK. |-. THIBAULT Trail. Sentier THIBAULT. AccÃ¨s de la ruelda (â€ ). |- TRANS CANADA Trail.
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dinosaur lake 4 book series dbid 81id 
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copper lake secrets pappano marilyn dbid sxu 
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Leamy Lake Park Public Archaeological Dig, Parking 

Leamy Lake Park Public Archaeological Dig, Parking and Archaeological Site Location. 2017/7/17. Disclaimer: The NCC does not guarantee this information to ...
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5:00 PM Lake Park C 

21 nov. 2016 - *The team on top will be the home team, wear their light uniforms and sit to the right of the scorer's table as you face the table. 5th Annual Boys ...
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2 Lake Ã€ Louer / For Lease 

Marvin Knopp DA / AEO. M 514.961.5111. Immeubles Michael White Realties Inc. Agence ImmobiliÃ¨re / Real Estate Agency. 5317 DÃ©carie Boulevard, Suite 100.
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Lady of the Lake Epee Challenge AWS 

NEIDIG Anne-Charlotte. 12/10/1998 prÃ©sente. 115. SES SION. SUI. PRAZ Justine. 1/1/1998 prÃ©sente. SES SION. SUI. RIVIER Delphine. 6/11/1996 prÃ©sente. 85. SES SION. SUI. WILK Cecilia. 1/1/1998 prÃ©sente. SES SION ..... HUELSHOERSTER Henri GER. A. A.
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